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Abstract

• Change of management restrictions (CMRs) in loan contracts 

give lenders explicit ex ante control rights over managerial 

retention and selection. 

• This paper shows that lenders use CMRs to mitigate risks 

arising from CEO turnover, especially those related to the loss 

of human capital and replacement uncertainty, thereby providing 

evidence that human capital risk affects debt contracting.

• With a CMR in place,the likelihood of CEO turnover decreases 

by more than half, and future firm performance improves when 

retention frictions are important, suggesting that lenders can 

influence managerial turnover, even outside of default states, 

and help the borrower retain talent.



1.Introduction



A. Examples of Change of Management Restriction Clauses

• St. Mary Land & Exploration Co., June 30, 1998, $200,000,000 par 

amount:

Section 8.1. Events of Default. Each of the following events constitutes an Event

of Default under this Agreement: [. . . ]

(l) Any Change in Management occurs; [. . . ]

“Change of Management” means that Mark A. Hellerstein shall cease to act as

President and chief executive officer of Borrower or that Ronald D. Boone shall

cease to be Executive Vice President and chief operating officer of Borrower.



• Telespectrum Worldwide Incorporated, January 24, 1997, $70,000,000 

par amount:

SECTION 7. NEGATIVE COVENANTS: [. . . ]

7.11 Change in Executive Management: Borrowers shall not remove or replace 

any Person who is a member of Executive Management without the prior 

written consent of the Majority Lenders, such consent not to be unreasonably 

withheld. In the event of the death or any member of Executive Management, 

Borrowers shall have ninety (90) days to replace such Person, and any such 

replacement shall be acceptable to the Majority Lenders in their reasonable 

discretion.



LENDERS CAN INCLUDE CHANGE OF management restrictions 

(CMRs) in loan contracts. These restrictions give lenders explicit ex ante 

control rights over retention and/or selection decisions. The presence of 

these covenants directly speaks first to the possibility of lenders addressing 

the human capital risk associated with a manager and second to lenders 

having an active role in corporate governance.

Hart and Moore (1994) develop a theory of debt based on firms' inability to 

transfer human capital from the individual to the firm, but little is known about 

how debtholders address this risk.They predict that lenders should adjust debt 

maturity, capacity, and payment streams to compensate for the inalienability of 

human capital.



B.The main work 

• Gilson (1989): Lenders can force executive replacement in the case of 

bankruptcy.

• Nini, Smith, and Sufi (2012):Covenant violations of financial covenants tend 

to lead to CEO removal.

✓ These studies focus on ex post renegotiation and infer creditors’ roles by 

testing outcomes.

What unique role does a CMR play?

Like other covenants, 

CMRs provide a 

mechanism for creditors

to influence the 

borrower's governance.

Unlike other covenants, 

CMRs do not restrict 

managerial actions or require 

that financial thresholds be 

met; rather,they restrict 

managerial selection.



• Berkovitch and Israel (1996);Grinstein (2006):A change in CEO is, in general, 

risky due to uncertainty about the potential change in operations.

• Jensen and Meckling(1976):creditors are likely to favor less risky corporate 

policies.

• Becker (1964):CEO turnovers are also risky because the human capital 

associated with the current CEO is lost, and the board’s ability to find an 

appropriate replacement is uncertain.

Why do lenders use CMRs?

Lenders include CMRs

to mitigate risks arising 

from CEO turnover

lenders include a CMR in exchange for

securing the lending relationship or for 

a higher interest rate.

• Novaes (2003)—Lenders have incentives to gain the support of the current CEO as 

managers, not shareholders, choose financing options.

• Bebchuk and Fried (2003)—similar to the rent extraction and managerial power 

arguments proposed in the CEO compensation literature , it is possible that the debt 

contracting process has been captured by the current CEO, who simply petitions for a 

CMR to be included in the loan contract.



• Nini, Smith, and Sufi (2012): The effect of covenant violations on CEO turnover is 

less pronounced

What are the implications of CMR inclusion for CEO turnover?

What are the implications of CMR inclusion for future firm performance?



2. Database



A. Sample Construction

We obtain our sample of contracts from an initial merge of the 

Compustat database with a 2015 extract of DealScan using the link 

data.

➢ Valid firm data from Compustat

➢ Deal active dates, price information, and deal amounts from 

DealScan

➢ Download full private loan contracts available through the SEC’s 

Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) 

system



➢ Match these DealScan packages to EDGAR filings using a 

keyword search approach

➢ Download and search through all 10-K, 10-Q, and 8-K filings 

for credit agreements, amendments,and restatements.

➢ Search for any collocated combination of the terms “credit,” 

“loan,” “debt,” “borrowing,”“borrower,” “financing,” or 

“revolving” with “agreement,” “contract,” or “facility.”



B. CMR Clauses

➢ Conduct a broad, textual search based on some indication of 

change and managerial position terms, such as “change” followed 

shortly in the paragraph by “management,” “CEO,” etc.

➢ Filter the paragraphs to eliminate clauses that did not specifically 

limit changes to management.

➢ Manually read through and filter this reduced set of paragraphs

➢ Remove further contracts with either signing date,syndicate 

members, or deal amount that does not match the associated values 

in DealScan.

✓ Our sample consists of 15,501 private loan contracts for 4,411 

borrowing firms.



C. Main Explanatory Variables

➢ Retrieve firm accounting information, market information, 

loan characteristics, and CEO information from Compustat, 

CRSP, DealScan, and ExecuComp, respectively.



Variable definitions

Firm/borrower characteristics





Manager characteristics



Loan/lender characteristics



Macro characteristics



3.Why Do Lenders Use CMRs?









Risk Hypothesis
a. CMR Inclusion and Human Capital

⚫ Under the risk hypothesis, we expect CMRs to be included when replacing the 

current CEO is more difficult and/or there is more uncertainty about the potential 

replacement.

① we examine whether the CEO is also the founder.—We expect founder CEOs to 

have firm specific skills that make them difficult to replace, leading to an increase 

in the use of CMR clauses.（Founder CEO）
② we examine the percentage of new CEOs in the industry who were promoted from 

within the firm rather than hired externally.—As argued in Cremers and 

Grinstein (2014), industries with a higher percentage of insiders promoted to CEO 

are more heterogeneous in nature, implying that managerial skills from inside the 

firm are harder to reproduce and transfer across firms. In these industries, the 

impact of a change in management on firm performance and viability is likely to 

be more important, making a CMR more beneficial.（% Insider (Ind.)）
③ we examine the lack of a CEO heir apparent on the executive team.—The lack 

of an heir apparent is likely to increase the human capital risk faced by lenders 

because it increases uncertainty about the potential change in operations if the 

current CEO leaves. We thus expect a positive relation between the use of a CMR 

and the lack of an heir apparent.（No Heir Apparent）





b. CMR Inclusion and Contracting Frictions

◆ Arguments concerns the potential costs to a CEO for leaving the company, 

specifically, the costs related to a CMR violation and those that can be imposed 

by shareholders.

① we examine the percentage of outstanding firm shares held by the CEO (CEO 

Ownership %).

② we examine whether the CEO has outstanding equity that is unvested or unearned

（CEO No Unvested Equity）.

◆ Arguments concerns the extent to which shareholders are able to retain talent.

① we examine whether firms with CMRs are located in states where noncompete 

clauses are less enforceable.（Low NC Enforcement）

② we examine whether CMRs are more common in contracts for firms whose CEOs 

are likely to retire.（CEO Retirement Age）

⚫ Under the risk hypothesis, we expect lenders to use a CMR when it is more 

difficult for a firm to retain its CEO and when CMR inclusion could 

improve the likelihood of retention.









Collusion Hypothesis

⚫ Under the collusion hypothesis, the presence of a CMR in the loan contract is 

the outcome of lenders and the CEO colluding to protect CEO tenure.

◆ Lenders can include a CMR in exchange for securing the lending relationship. 

◆ Lender may grant the request in exchange for a higher interest rate.

The Motivation to Include a CMR and Its Implications on Loan Pricing

Identifying whether these arguments motivate CMR inclusion is difficult,because 

the cross-sectional implications are much as they would be if the CMRs resulted 

from an efficient, lender-protective bargaining process. Under the risk hypothesis, 

banks are more likely to adopt a CMR when the manager has unique skills or would 

be difficult to replace. These attributes could also give the manager more power 

over the board of directors, which is consistent with the collusion hypothesis.



One way to disentangle 

the two hypotheses is to 

study the pricing of the 

loan.

• If the motivation behind a CMR is to 

protect the bank, then,like other types of 

covenants, the CMR should be priced into 

the loan contract. (a negative relation )

• Under the collusion hypothesis, we expect lenders 

to include a CMR to secure the lending relationship 

or the CEO to petition for a CMR,with lenders 

agreeing but negotiating a higher loan rate at equity 

holders’ expense. (a positive relation)



1. Retrieve the inverse Mills ratio (IMR) to correct for selection

We assume that the negotiation process simultaneously determines prices 

and CMR inclusion.Thus, the decision to include a CMR is determined by 

the costs of non-inclusion exceeding the benefits of inclusion, as shown in 

equation (IA.1):

X is a vector of characteristics that affect loan pricing 

Z is a vector of characteristics that affect CMR inclusion.



Under the collusion hypothesis, we expect  to be null or negative



2. Using this retrieved IMR,we estimate the loan yield conditional on 

including or not including a CMR:

3. Test the association between the presence of a CMR and the difference

in estimated yields associated with the loan including or not including a CMR:

✓ IMR的作用是为每一个样本计算出一个用于修正样本选择偏差的值。如果IMR

大于0，表明样本存在选择性偏差，此时采用Heckman两步法选择模型估计是恰
当的修正。





4.What Are the Implications of CMR 
Inclusion for CEO Turnover and Future 

Firm Performance?



A. Implications of CMR Inclusion for CEO Turnover

The Presence of a CMR Clause and CEO Turnover



Figure 1. The presence of a CMR clause and abnormal CEO turnover.



B. Implications of CMR Inclusion for Future Firm Performance

Firm Value



Operating Performance



Conclusions
⚫ Using a unique, hand-collected sample of 15,501 private loan

contracts, we find that 8.5% of the sample firms have an explicit

change of management restriction (CMR) in at least one of their

loans.

⚫ We find that lenders use CMRs to mitigate risks arising from a

CEO turnover, especially those related to the loss of human

capital and replacement uncertainty.

⚫ We also find that CMRs can serve as a mechanism to retain 

talent, mitigating the human capital risk faced by lenders.

⚫ And when firms face difficulty retaining their CEOs, the 

presence of a CMR is positively related to the firm’s future value 

and operating performance.



⚫ By imposing a CMR, lenders can influence CEO turnover,

even outside of default states, and can help firms retain

their CEO when these firms face contracting frictions,

thereby improving firm performance.
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